Longitudinal diary data: Six months real-world implementation of affordable companion robots for older people in supported living
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ABSTRACT
Companion robots have potential for improving wellbeing within aged care, however literature focuses on shorter-term studies often using relatively expensive platforms, raising concerns around novelty effects and economic viability. Here, we report ecologically valid diary data from two supported living facilities for older people with dementia or learning difficulties. Both sites implemented Joy for All robot animals and maintained diaries for six months. Entries were analysed using thematic analysis. We found robot use increased over the six months, changing from short, structured sessions to mainly permanent availability. Thus previously reported concerns on novelty were not warranted. Both sites reported positive outcomes including reminiscence, improved communication and potential wellbeing benefits (reduced agitation/anxiety). Incidences of negative response included devices described as ‘creepy.’ Devices appeared sufficiently robust for prolonged daily use with multiple users. Overall, we provide insight into real-world implementation of affordable companion robots, and longitudinal development of use.
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1 Introduction
Robots have potential as a technological aid in meeting increasing health and social care demand [1], particularly companion robots [2, 3]. Paro, the robot seal, is the most well researched example [4]. Studies suggested numerous benefits of interacting with Paro, particularly for older people with dementia [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. However, there is limited availability of longitudinal ‘real-world’ companion robot studies that are needed due to potential impact of novelty [11]. Many previous studies with Paro are well controlled trials [4], over shorter time frames [5, 8, 9, 12, 13]. Thus, insufficient attention had been paid to novelty effect [14]. Wada et al. [6] provide an exception (12 months Paro use in older peoples care facility), however researchers controlled the intervention and dose (1 hour on a prepared desk, two days a week), and thus did not observe ‘real-world’ use. Results suggested Paro was robust and engaging enough for long-term use, but comparable results are lacking for alternative devices. Although Mervin et al. [15] demonstrated Paro was a cost effective agitation intervention for older people (10-week study), real-world stakeholders (care home managers, staff, older people, family members), have reported to us that the price of around £5000 is prohibitive to purchase. This concurs with concerns noted by Moyle et al. [16], highlighting importance of research with more affordable potential alternatives. Addressing these concerns is our core contribution: we assessed ‘real-world’ longitudinal use, of high ecological validity, with affordable companion robots, to provide insights on developing relationships, novelty, robustness and longer-term real-world use.

2 Methods
2.1 Design
Staff in two supported living facilities (sites A, B) that acquired affordable companion robots (~£100) maintained diary entries over six months. Participants were care staff/site managers, who consented to share data. Staff observations were used as proxy for end-users with reduced written/verbal communication abilities. This is a resource efficient way of collecting observational data for a long-term study. Moyle et al. [17] also reported care staff ability to note effects of robot interaction. Ethical approval was received from the relevant University ethics committee.

2.2 Materials
Robots: (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Joy for All (JFA) dog and cat.

Diaries: Staff recorded observations in physical diaries, a method used previously [18], and valuable for usage scenarios, allowing naturalistic assessment of engagement and experience [19]. We requested staff record date, reason for use, duration and comments.

2.3 Participants and Settings
The two sites care for older adults with dementia or learning difficulties in supported living facilities: individual flats with communal area and care staff/management on site. Site A cares for 64 (51 female, 13 male) individuals. Robot interactions were available daily, with group sizes ranging from 14-40. Site A purchased one JFA cat and one dog, and later purchased an additional cat. Site B cares for 30 (18 female, 12 male) individuals with additional day-care customers attending. Site B purchased one JFA cat, group sizes ranged from 11-60 (including day-care customers), with interaction opportunities twice a week.
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Table 1: Themes with example evidence. Further evidence at: https://bit.ly/361GMfR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Initial Codes</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Evidence recorded by staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Outcomes</td>
<td>Entertainment, pleasure, reminiscence, communication, emotions</td>
<td>Reflects positive effects attributed to interaction. Suggests real-world impact on emotions and communication</td>
<td>&quot;They make people laugh&quot; &quot;They bring back lovely memories and emotions&quot; &quot;Having the dog encouraged three people to talk about pets they had previously&quot; &quot;Enjoyed by many&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability</td>
<td>Acceptance, requesting animals, ownership, facilitator bonding</td>
<td>Devices demonstrated good real-world acceptability by staff and clients</td>
<td>[Names] requested the animals, they want to hold them &quot;Sat for hours petting the cat&quot; &quot;Inconsistent she wanted one&quot; &quot;An estimated 80% of clients loved the cat&quot; &quot;Formed a strong bond and attachment&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellbeing Use</td>
<td>Easing anxiety, distraction, alleviating moods</td>
<td>Apparent wellbeing outcomes attributed to interaction</td>
<td>&quot;A good distraction&quot; &quot;Anxiety eased&quot; &quot;We have used the cats to de-escalate an emotional situation&quot; &quot;It really seemed to calm her down&quot; &quot;She was crying, shouting, swearing (sic) Immediately her body language changed, she was relaxed, smiling, within seconds, she was laughing&quot; &quot;Desescalated the whole situation and worked really, really well&quot; &quot;Very therapeutic&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Use</td>
<td>Change in use</td>
<td>No novelty effect, early months detail structured 1-2 hour sessions, then change to robots continually present and in-use</td>
<td>&quot;1-2 group session&quot; &quot;2 hours&quot; &quot;Present all day&quot; &quot;Very much part of the service&quot; &quot;Part of the home&quot; &quot;As normal pets would be&quot; &quot;Have just become part of the norm&quot; &quot;Sitting on laps as normal pets world&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Responses</td>
<td>Negative response, unnecessary distraction, gender difference, jealousy</td>
<td>Some negative responses, minority of records, two cases of extreme negative responses were from males</td>
<td>&quot;Creepy&quot; &quot;He himself [resident] would wring its neck and tear its head off&quot; &quot;That horrible thing&quot; &quot;Smash it up&quot; &quot;It would just be a time waster&quot; &quot;I would be fussing it all day, so wouldn’t get any housework done&quot; &quot;Very reluctant to allow others to take the cat&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practicalities</td>
<td>Cost, robustness, cleanliness</td>
<td>Price too high for some older people themselves, devices appeared robust</td>
<td>&quot;Disappointed in the price&quot; &quot;The cats are looking a little bit loved, but the dog is still looking perky&quot; &quot;They are doing well, but I could imagine they get dirty quite quickly&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Procedure

Robots were available within communal areas, staff also offered interactions to seated residents. We did not specify an intervention dose, rather, we simply observed how real-world use developed.

2.5 Data Collection and Analysis

Observations were conducted daily at Site A and twice weekly at Site B, and reported in diary entries by two members of staff at each site, using event-based sampling [19], where data-collection occurred after observations. Diaries were collected after six months and a short interview conducted with the Site A manager. In total, 35 diary entries were recorded, with additional interview data. Some weeks lacked diary entries, this may reflect annual leave of reporting staff, or methodological limitations. Diary and interview data were collated and analysed using thematic analysis, common threads were identified through familiarisation, code forming and collating into themes, before checking, defining and reporting [20].

3 Results

We report identified themes in Table 1. Of note, frequency of positive remarks far outweighed negatives, with 36 counts for the Positive Outcomes theme ("generated a lot of conversation"), 45 for Acceptability and 24 for Wellbeing Use ("anxiety eased"), whilst evidence for Negative Responses totalled 18, six of which were completely negative comments ("creepy" "smash it up"), four related to jealousies, four to robots as time-wasters and the remaining to reluctance or hesitations. With reference to Change in Use, staff entries report structured "1-2-hour" sessions during the first two/three months, progressing to robots "present all day" by month three, with usage in this manner continuing for study duration. Entries suggested full acceptance of devices as "part of the norm" "as normal pets would be" by months four and five.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

This study provided important long-term, real-world data on using affordable companion robots with older people, providing initial insights into robot acceptance over longer time periods. Our study suggested JIA devices saw acceptance and use increasing over six months, with no disuse one would expect if their acceptance was only driven by a novelty effect [21]. Despite this general acceptance, our evidence of negative responses is interesting, and congruent with previous research [17]. This would suggest such devices are not suitable for everyone. Ethical debate on companion robot use raised issues with older people, particularly with dementia [22], perceiving and interacting with robots as live animals. Some authors think this does users a disservice [23], but we have no evidence of this, and staff collaborators (cognitively intact younger adults) also bonded with devices and perceived them as social agents. Thus this effect is not limited to the cognitively impaired, perhaps less an issue of deception, being a natural response to intentionally designed social agents. We did not measure wellbeing outcomes quantitatively through validated measures, however, as Moyle et al. [17] noted some benefits can be missed by selected psychometrics, recommending staff and family member input. Staff reports in our study support the potential for JIA devices to provide wellbeing benefits in reducing anxiety, agitation, and alleviating moods. These outcomes have been reported previously for Paro [5, 6]. Our study demonstrates the potential for less sophisticated, more affordable devices to provide a possible alternative.

A limitation of our study is use of only two sites, limiting generalizability, however, clients involved were still relevant end-users (older people, primarily with dementia). This study does however demonstrate scope for wider use of such devices (supported living, learning difficulties). This study is also limited by lacking data on which client is being referred to in each entry, making it uncertain if entries refer to the same individual during different episodes or many different people. An implication of this study is potential for more wide-spread adoption of such devices, and support provided for less sophisticated devices to be developed and researched for this purpose, knowing that certain levels of sophistication may be unrequired for acceptability [24] or even potentially, desired wellbeing results.
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